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I have decided to cover Sephora and its multiple competitors that have head offices in Montreal, 

starting with long standing names such as L’Oreal,  Lise Watier,  and Glossier. These are all 

retailers we turn to for our beauty needs, be it makeup, skincare, haircare or fragrance, as well 

as tools, techniques and skills. 

 

Sephora - 600, boul de Maisonneuve O, Montréal 
Sephora first opened its doors in Montreal in 2012, on Ste-Catherine street, and brought us 

brands that were exclusively sold in the United States or online before then.  Before Sephora 

arrived in Montreal, choices in makeup were very limited in colors and brands alike, with 

drugstores and department stores as only options. Today they have 56 stores across Canada 

and their website. To this day, certain collaborations are exclusively sold at Sephora and brands 

like Fenty by Rihanna, HUDA Beauty and Saturday Skin can’t be purchased or sampled in 

another location for us Montrealers.  Sephora is currently offering 3,000 brands including their 

own private label, with prices starting at mid to high, such as an eyeliner for 15$ and ending in 

luxury pricing such as Tom Ford perfume for 1100$. 

 “SEPHORA's vibrant, interactive online community, Beauty Talk, amplifies the in-store 

experience by offering clients exclusive access to personalized beauty advice from The 

SEPHORA PRO Team and provides a platform for open dialogue with beauty aficionados from 

around the world.”-SOURCE Sephora 

L'Oréal Canada - 1500 Boul Robert-Bourassa, Suite 600, Montréal 
The biggest name in beauty and personal care for both men and women worldwide, The L’Oreal 

group arrived in Canada in 1958 and owns a distribution centre and a 300,000 square foot 

factory in Ville Saint-Laurent. These two locations produced around  215 million units of L’Oreal 

products in 2018, mainly for exportation to the USA. L’Oreal sells both B2B and B2C. Today the 

gigantic company employs 1,300 employees in its newly renovated Montreal headquarters 

alone and operates almost 40 brands that I had no idea were linked to L’Oreal, such as Vichy, 

Clairsonic, Biotherm, Shu Uemura and Maybelline, to name a few. Global sales for L’Oreal 

reached 30 billion in 2019. Prices range from the very affordable, 4,99$ kids shampoo to high 

end, prestigious prices like 75$ for Kerastase shampoo, also a brand owned by L’Oreal. The 

target demographic of such a gigantic company is huge, catering to everyone under the sun, 

basically.  



 

The renovated head office is an employee’s dream, offering  a daycare,  a space for testing hair 

products, a garden, coffee bar, yoga center and a cosmetics boutique, in addition to libraries 

and training courses. 

Shoppers Drug Mart - Pharmaprix Central Office 2759 Sherbrooke St E, Montreal 
SDM opened  its first Beauty Boutique in 2003 and has 364 stores across Canada. 

SDM is one of Sephora’s biggest competitors in Quebec right now, with just as many brands 

and some exclusive to SDM and many new additions that used to be a Sephora exclusive. With 

the PC Points rewards program, Pharmaprix has been gaining a competitive edge over 

Sephora’s slightly archaic points system. They often host promotions that let people get 20x the 

points with a purchase of 65$ and more, with 10,000 points equalling 10$ off on anything in 

store, (excluding lottery, transportation fare and medication). These points can be collected and 

redeemed in Maxi, Provigo and Loblaws stores too, which means by buying a 75$  Lancome 

perfume in a Beauty Boutique, one can get a generous Gift With Purchase and gather enough 

points to earn a 100$ shopping spree where one can shop not only luxury beauty online and in 

store, but also household supplies, food and basic necessities for the home and family.  

Lise Watier - 5600 Côte de Liesse, Mont Royal 
Lise Watier was one of the first women  in Quebec to establish a beauty brand back in 1972, in 

times when cosmetics were harder to come by, lacked quality and did not cater to the needs of 

most women. Focusing on lab research to power their product development, Lise Watier has 

patented exclusive anti aging ingredients such as Labrador tea, in collaboration with the 

researchers of Chicoutimi’s University in Quebec. Today Lise Waiter has brands such as 

Marcelle, an affordable line sold at drugstores, the Lise Watier Foundation, that focuses on 

empowering women and helping those living in poverty and has won many distinctions from 

magazines and consumers’ choice awards. Combined with Groupe Marcelle, Lise Watier 

Cosmetics offers more than 1500 points of sale in Canada as well as the online operations that 

cater to all of North America.  The target demographic are women 35-75, who have been using 

these products all their life and want something reputable that they can rely on, such as the 

iconic Neiges fragrance (we all have an aunt or a family member who only wears Neiges Eau 

De Parfum and receives it every Christmas and Mother’s Day)  or the 5 color correcting 

portfolio.  Prices are a bit higher than the average drugstore makeup but have a high reputation 

amongst older women who have used the products for decades. 

 



 

Glossier - 6640 Esplanade Ave, Montreal 
Glossier is fairly new in the makeup world, arriving onto the landscape in 2014 with a completely 

different aesthetic from the giants named above.  It started off as a blog, Into The Gloss, making 

“no makeup makeup” a trend in times when a full face of 65 different products was at its peak. 

Glossier offers simple, natural products for women who want to let their natural beauty be the 

focus, not a trendy, glitter packed product of the moment.  It’s target market is millennials, the 

young and hip and those who aren’t into the Insta Glam looks that are the core of most MAC 

and Sephora advertisements. Glossier expanded to Quebec in 2018 and is currently only 

available online. The products are more affordable than most of Sephora’s offerings with prices 

ranging between 20-40$ and the product range is also much smaller, with 22 products (Makeup, 

skincare, body and fragrance). 

 
Analysis of the present situation 
The beauty industry will likely never be the same again in the post Covid 19 world. With stores 

and boutiques closed for months all across the world, the e-commerce, online method of 

distribution is the only way to stay in business these days, but at the detriment of losing the 

tactile and sensory approach we are used to when shopping makeup and beauty products. How 

to sell a perfume that a customer can’t smell, or market a lipstick based on a photo of the tube? 

With even drugstores removing all testers from open locations and people being in confinement 

for a long time, beauty products are facing some hard times. Even with brick and mortar stores 

reopening any day, retailers are still focusing on online sales, hygiene and safety will be the new 

tactics of marketing.  

So far, each of the retailers covered in the section above made a promise to their 

customers concerning the safety of purchasing online, how they are complying with 

government’s public health regulations and guidelines concerning the pandemic, and that their 

employees are provided with a healthy working environment, frequent hand washing, protective 

equipment like gloves and masks, respecting social distancing and cleaning and disinfecting 

work stations regularly.  All these new measures means less workers on site and delays in the 

chain of distribution. To encourage online shopping, Sephora and  Lise Watier are offering free 

shipping with no minimum purchase,  while smaller companies like Glossier still charge 8$ 

shipping on a 20$ brow product (40$ minimum to qualify for free shipping). L’Oreal does not sell 

their products online directly from their website, but most of their products can be purchased at 



 

Walmart.ca, Amazon and in pharmacies that remain open. All retailers and businesses of 

various sizes and structures are experiencing serious order processing and shipping delays 

given the circumstances. Before Covid-19, a typical Sephora order would be on your doorstep 

within 72 hours maximum, since they have a warehouse/distribution centre in Mississauga. 

During the pandemic and given their highly popular Spring 20% off sale in April, orders took as 

long as 21 days to ship out and then got stuck at a Canada Post processing centre. If someone 

would have told me a year ago that I would have to wait a full month to receive a lipstick from 

Sephora, I would have laughed, but it is the harsh reality of living during the pandemic. 

Customer service phone lines are overloaded with complaints and it is nearly impossible for a 

business to adapt to these unpredictable situations, since there aren't enough employees to 

cater to the high demand. Since physical shopping isn’t currently possible, the online channels 

are overloaded and are creating serious backlogs and frustration. 

Sephora has more and more competition each day with other retailers stepping up and 

offering more and more brands, better rewards systems and more subtle marketing strategies. 

Shoppers Drug Mart online has been offering numerous brands that used to be available to 

Montrealers only at Sephora, but now carry brands such as Too Faced, Urban Decay, Nars, 

GlamGlow, Living Proof, Olaplex and even brands Sephora doesn’t currently offer such as 

Chanel, Lipstick Queen and Rodial. Ulta is bound to arrive in Canada any moment too, with 

even more brands than Sephora and also a more advantageous rewards system. Consumers in 

the US have been picking Ulta over Sephora for a few years now. 

These companies also had to lay off thousands of workers, sales representatives and 

makeup artists that used to be employed in brick and mortar stores. Sephora made a public 

announcement concerning this on their site, claiming to keep as many jobs as they can at the 

moment and not eliminate jobs in Canada. As of April 6th, Sephora announced that all 

employees are receiving 80% of their base pay and 100% of their existing benefits until the 

stores reopen, while corporate employees have a reduced weekly schedule of 32 hours max.  

“In addition, we have also increased wages for all members of our third-party distribution team 

by $2 per hour until late May, an acknowledgement of their extraordinary efforts and dedication 

to our beauty community.” - Gregory Buyer, General Manager of Sephora Canada. 

 

 
 



 

Proposed solutions for during and after the pandemic  
Customer relations management 
Sephora prides itself on being  very interactive with their customers by offering live support chat, 

reviews of its products and much more.  

Their reviews are always above 4 stars out of 5 which isn’t very credible, and they have lost 

consumers’ trust in the past with scandals such as Sunday Riley skincare brand paying people 

to post fake reviews to hype up new releases. Many people do not trust the reviews posted on 

the site when products that have been released for barely a few HOURS have dozens of 

glowing reviews already, especially when it comes to skincare, that takes months to see a 

result. Being more transparent about paid reviews and posting BOTH negative and positive 

ones alike would improve their reputation by far in times like today where reviews are the only 

thing consumers have left to contribute to making their purchasing decisions, unable to test or 

swatch a product in real life because of Covid 19. 

Revamp the points system 
With SDM converting more and more customers every day, mainly because of their rewards and 

perks system, Sephora needs to step it up and offer more generous samples, focus on 

reactivating lapsing shoppers with more lucrative coupon codes and simply offer “more” like 

their competitors are doing. By actually rewarding consumers with money off on items of their 

choice, the “Buy More, Get More” strategy will be successful.  

Advertising and Promotion 
Sephora has been criticized recently by offering promotions where customers make a 75$ 

purchase NOW and get a 20% off code to spend on at a later, limited date. This doesn’t 

motivate customers as much as Sephora thinks, with people being angered on discussion 

forums like Reddit. For someone who already spends several hundred a year, this is simply not 

a good enough offer. Basically by contributing to Sephora’s $10 billion of revenue, you get a 

measly perfume sample and asked to buy even more.  

Less aggressive email marketing 
Sephora is known to be very aggressive in their email marketing strategy, without an option to 

be emailed weekly, monthly, or only concerning an item restock or a placed order. The brand 

uses cookies and personal data to send customized emails in order to close a sale, but 

sometimes just browsing on the app and accidentally clicking on a men’s perfume means that 



 

you will receive 3 emails about how “You forgot this! Hurry before it sells out!” when you were 

basically just clicking on a product out of curiosity. 

With online shopping being at the front during this pandemic, I would suggest Sephora revamps 

the personalization of their email campaigns by targeting more precisely. For example, focusing 

email on the restocking of an item or new releases from brands a customer purchased a lot of 

items from, would make more sense. Customers are only getting annoyed when they feel 

pressured to pile on another order on top of the ones that are stuck in Covid limbo. 

Virtual Try On option  
Collaborating with Augmented Reality firm Modiface, Sephora strives to offer a virtual try on 

service where by uploading a selfie you can see how a product will look on your face but it 

doesn’t seem to be up to par and  working well. (I have tried to upload an existing picture, take a 

new one and even use someone else’s picture and it says that the face cannot be detected, 

even in broad daylight). Expanding the online events and live streams will help to adapt to the 

new consumer profile that will be focusing on safety, health and saving money. 

Focus more on skincare and general well being than makeup products 
It is highly likely that working from home will be the new normal for the majority of people, since 

many companies decided to save on rent and not reopen offices, to offer  their employees a 

safe working environment, eliminate commutes and simply be more productive without leaving 

their homes. Date nights are now at home, events are cancelled and having a group picture 

taken seems a thing of the past now. People wear less makeup during the pandemic, for 

obvious reasons like confinement, not seeing a lot of people and  having half your face covered 

with a face mask when doing a rare and brief outing.  

 

Personal conclusion 
 In the current situation these businesses have been evolving on a day by day basis, since no 

one was able to predict when the crisis will be under control. With salons and beauty services 

closed for months and weddings and events being postponed,  people have to learn new self 

care skills. 

It  makes the most sense now to market “At home beauty and care” by pushing products that 

focus on staying safe, advertising digital classes instead of in store makeovers and  keeping up 

morale on a budget.  Even with stores reopening now, Data company Poshly’s CEO Doreen 

Bloch said consumers will now be concerned with hygiene and safety before getting a 



 

procedure done and will more likely be inclined to learn new skills to forgo their salon 

appointments, companies like Sephora, SDM and Lise Watier have a great opportunity to boost 

their sales with at home treatments. 
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